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Abstract

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file trading is a popular 
medium for copyright infringement. There exists a 
misconception in legal and executive circles that this 
form of copyright infringement is undetectable and 
untraceable. This paper demonstrates how we can 
detect the majority of copyrighted material for existing 
P2P networks (FastTrack and Gnutella) using a 
scalable algorithm. 

1. Introduction 
The goal of this study is to provide a technical 

rebuttal to the legal perception that P2P file sharing is 
not traceable or detectable. We hope this assists 
lawmakers, copyright holders and Internet service 
providers to develop technically sound strategies to 
prevent copyright theft, without undue burden.  

The focus of this paper is solely upon detecting the 
act of transferring a specific file and identifying the 
parties involved, with selecting or locating a file to 
transfer considered peripheral. The specific P2P 
networks examined are restricted to four which 
accounted for over most P2P traffic in the USA and 
Europe in 2003 [18]: FastTrack and Gnutella. 

There are commercial efforts toward identifying 
P2P traffic characteristics, such as numerous brief 
connections to many hosts, or lengthy data intensive 
connections to many hosts. This study differs from 
these efforts and products by seeking to detect specific 
instances of P2P file transfers which could be used as 
evidence in court. Thus, we seek to (1) detect the 
transfer of a known file; (2) identify the end-points of 
the transfer; (3) detect more than one file; and (4) 
detect multiple P2P file networks. 

2. Copyright Law 
The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 

and Artistic Works is a treaty between 155 countries 
[1] whose signatories pledge to protect copyrighted 
works [2]. Article 9.1 of the convention grants 
“exclusive right of authorizing the reproduction of 
these works, in any form” to the copyright owner. The 
signatories implement the treaty through legislation 
enacted by their individual states (such as US Title 17 

of the United States Code, and the Copyright Act of 
1968 in Australia). 

Rights are granted over reproduction of works “in 
any form”. The treaty grants any work, by its very 
existence, first rights to its author, and as negotiated 
between the subsequent owners thereafter. As such any 
file transmitted over a peer-to-peer network has rights 
applicable to its reproduction. However, there does not 
exist a technical means to determine whether a specific 
instance of reproduction is authorized.  

Consequently, it is impossible to determine whether 
a reproduction (such as a file transfer in a P2P 
network) automatically manifests a copyright 
infringement. The burden lies on the copyright holder 
to identify each specific form of the work (such as a 
file), and to assert their exclusive authority to 
reproduce it. Thus, a file or its verified identifier of the 
file (such as a message digest), is considered available 
to those charged with the detection of unauthorized 
reproduction, or copyright infringement. 

Two more recent treaties (WIPO Copyright Treaty, 
and WIPO Performance and Phonograms Treaty) 
supplement the provisions of the Berne and Rome 
Conventions by providing expanded rights for 
copyright owners, performers, and phonogram 
producers. They include a right of communication to 
the public which covers on-line transmissions of 
copyright material, such as over the Internet, and a 
right of ‘distribution’. Both treaties are now in force. 
The USA has signed and ratified through the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). Australia has not 
signed or ratified either treaty, but the Digital Agenda 
amendments to the Copyright Act (March 2001), 
brought Australian law into line with a number of their 
requirements [4]. The new Free Trade Agreement with 
the USA is conditional upon Australia becoming a 
signatory [3]. 

WIPO provides for liability exemptions afforded to 
carriers, specifically Internet Service Providers (ISPs). 
Secondary infringement occurs when one party assists 
another to conduct an infringement, such as the 
carriage of an unauthorized reproduction over a 
computer network. The communications industry has 
successfully lobbied for special exemptions against 
secondary infringement liability in the DMCA of the 
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USA and the Digital Agenda of Australia. These 
exemptions are granted in exchange for a spirit of 
cooperation with copyright owners. That spirit is 
already being tested in RIAA vs. Verizon. Under this 
legal umbrella ISP’s are bound to implement ‘standard 
technical measures’ without ‘requirement to monitor or 
seek facts about an infringing activity’ [3]. ISP’s are 
specifically excused the undertaking of a burden to 
seek out infringing activity. “Standard technical 
measures” are deemed those which are developed with 
consensus between copyright holders and service 
providers and ‘do not impose substantial costs or 
burdens on service providers or their networks’ [5]. 
Verizon interprets this to mean a Digital Rights 
Management (DRM) approach [6], whereas – perhaps 
depending on the spirit of co-operation - copyright 
owners, such as the RIAA, may seek more immediate 
and effective technical measures. 

 The question is, can we implement such 
technical measures easily? We suggest that the answer 
is “yes”, based on the experimental results presented in 
the following sections. 

3. Methods 
P2P networks transmit files operate by opening a 

TCP connection between two nodes (peers), and 
passing the whole or part of a file in accordance with 
the P2P protocol being used. TCP then breaks these 
long data sequences into packets, which are then 
reassembled into a complete file after transmission.  

To overcome scalability issues, P2P networks use a 
two-tier architecture, incorporating an upper tier of 
nodes, called "supernodes" in addition to clients. These 
clients form leaf nodes which are clustered around the 
supernodes, which provide cache and proxy operations 
for their leaf nodes. The supernodes act as an 
aggregation point between separate clusters of nodes, 
and maintain close connections with other supernodes, 
thus forming a virtual backbone for the network. 
Supernodes greatly assist in search operations for 
works, and for identifying nodes holding works. Once 
found, file reproduction is always performed by a 
direct TCP connection between peers without further 
participation of supernodes. 

A typical conceptual P2P network structure has 
each node in the network directly connected to every 
other node, without the involvement of any other party. 
This ignores one important and obvious detail about IP 
– the role of routers, which provide an ideal 
opportunity for detecting a file transfer between two 
parties. 

We used Perl and libcap [7] to capture and analyze 
every packet and its contents at the router. Every 

packet of passing traffic can be monitored at this level, 
and the simple routine shown below can be used to 
capture live packets. 

my $pcap_obj;           # a pcap object 
my $err;                # an error message 
# open live packet capture 
$pcap_obj = Net::Pcap::open_live($device, 

1500, 1, 0, \$err); 
(defined $pcap_obj and print "Listening on 

$device\n") or die 'Unable to create packet 
capture on device ', $device, ' - ', $err; 

# inspect packets 
Net::Pcap::loop($pcap_obj, -1, 

\&inspect_packets, ''); 
# close 
Net::Pcap::close($pcap_obj);

In this fragment a packet capture object, $pcap_obj, 
is associated with a network device, $device, by the 
call Net::Pcap::open_live. Then the call to 
Net::Pcap::loop conducts a loop indefinitely (-1). The 
loop calls a user defined subroutine, &inspect_packets, 
with each individual packet. An additional routine 
Net::Pcap::setfilter, not shown, may restrict the loop to 
packets meeting specific criteria – such as belonging to 
a specific TCP connection between two hosts. 

Thus, the user defined routine is passed a single 
packet, the packet header, and a user definable item of 
data. In the following example, the programmer 
chooses to extract the IP addresses from the IP header, 
the port numbers from the TCP header and then call 
subroutines which inspect the packet for signs of P2P 
activity and display the packet details to the console: 

sub inspect_packets { 
   my ($user_data, $header, $packet) = @_; 
   my $file_id;     # message digest found 
   my $proto;      # notes about detection 
   # extract tcp packet data
   my $ether = 

NetPacket::Ethernet::strip($packet);
   my $ip = NetPacket::IP->decode($ether); 
   my $tcp = NetPacket::TCP->decode($ip-

>{'data'});
   if ( length($tcp->{'data'}) and 
# $proto = detect_binary($tcp->{'data'}, 

\$file_id) ) 
        ( $proto = detect_kazaa($tcp-

>{'data'}, \$file_id) or 
          $proto = detect_ed2k($tcp-

>{'data'}, \$file_id) )) 
   { 
      print scalar localtime $header-

>{'tv_sec'}," ", 
            $ip->{'src_ip'}, ":", $tcp-

>{'src_port'}, " -> ", 
            $ip->{'dest_ip'}, ":", $tcp-

>{'dest_port'}, " ", 
            $proto," ",$file_id," ", 
            "\n"; 
   } 
}
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Thus, it is possible to inspect every packet visible 
on the medium, and possible to fork child processes for 
further examination and recording of specific 
connections.  Note that in order to collect all packets in 
a single connection, there must be no other routes 
between the hosts. Thus, if the eavesdropper requires 
to collect every packet in the connection, the 
eavesdropper is required to be on the critical path. An 
ISP’s last hop router is always on the critical path to 
their own customers. 

In practice, a copyrighted work exists not as a 
single sequence, but quite a number of different 
sequences. A piece of music may be in a variety of 
formats – mp3, ogg, wav, wma, eac etc. – and within 
some of these a variety of densities are supported – 
56kbps, 128kbps, 192kbps, 320kbps and so on. 
Furthermore, the work may be compressed in any of a 
variety of competing formats such as zip, tar, tgz, rar, 
etc. A single work may therefore exist in a constrained 
but clearly combinatorial range of possible formats. 

Thus, to effectively detect a copyrighted work, we 
must watch for a broad variety of candidate sequences, 
which may even be tampered with to deliberately 
avoid detection. If we expand this list to include just a 
small fraction of the copyrighted works on the Internet 
today, we very quickly have a combinatorial 
explosion, as we compare many files against a large 
number of network streams. The issue of scale in raw 
copyright detection is the major outstanding research 
issue.

However, as P2P networks have grown their users 
and developers have experienced difficulties, such as 
finding the desired file amongst poor quality, 
incomplete, fake, and misnomer files; identifying 
specific files to others; determining which file 
fragments belong to which files; and ensuring files are 
not tampered with. 

To overcome these problems, P2P networks have 
turned increasingly to message digests, which provide 
a unique identifier for every file in the network. Each 
P2P network utilises their own digest algorithm: 
eDonkey2000 uses ‘ed2k’; KaZaa uses ‘kzHash’; 
Gnutella uses standard ‘sha1’; and winMx uses ‘hash’. 
These message digests make the network significantly 
easier for users and developers, by eliminating scale 
problems and improving usability.  

Fan sites increasingly link to message digests for 
their favorite copyrighted works. The quality and 
quantity of these links can be seen as added value for 
particular networks. For example, www.shareTV.net 
provides eDonkey digests for episodes of popular 
television series captured from free to air, or cable, 
broadcasts. 

Fortunately, the use of digests also facilitates the 
detection of specific file reproduction. If we hold a 
file, then the message digest can be easily computed. 
The problem for detection is reduced to detecting the 
digest that is associated with the instruction to copy 
that file. Due to their size and precision, message 
digests are more manageable than the files they 
represent.

4. Results 
In this section, we present results from analyzing 

the FastTrack and Gnutella networks. 
4.1. FastTrack Network 

The FastTrack network includes the well known 
client Kazaa. Other popular clients to this network are 
Grokster, iMesh, Morpheus, Kazaa Lite, MLDonkey, 
and Shareaza. Sandvine [18] attribute a massive 76% 
of P2P traffic in North America to this network, and 
between 44 and 77% in selected countries of Europe. 
Slyck.com have a figure of 2,617,804 users against 
FastTrack for June 26, 2004, this figure exhibits a 
decline from a previously reported average peak of 4 
million users.  

The network specification is owned by Sharman 
Networks. Some of Kazaa’s recent decline can be 
attributed to concerted attacks against the network 
from RIAA interests, including lawsuits against 
individual users, and flooding the network with 
“fakes”, and corrupted or incomplete works. 

FastTrack uses a message digest dubbed UUHash 
which is a 16-byte MD5 digest with a 4-byte FastTrack 
‘small’ hash appended [10]. The hashing algorithm 
only considers alternating 300Kb sections of the file. 
This weakness is exploited by the RIAA and virus 
makers to seed corrupted files into the network by 
inserting their own content into the alternate sections 
without causing an alteration to the digest. 

Communication between supernodes is encrypted 
and is yet to be understood publicly, although much 
was learned in analysis by Liang, Kumar, and Ross [8]. 
Communication between clients and supernodes is also 
encrypted, but has been reverse engineered since the 
initialization data for the encryption algorithms is sent 
in the clear and no public key encryption is used [9]. 
The client-client communication is based upon HTTP, 
and is plain to see and understand. Any node can, 
given the sufficient available throughput and need, 
become a supernode. 

A substantial amount of information about the 
KaZaa downloading and headers can be found at [10]. 
To initiate a download the recipient opens a TCP 
connection with the sender and issues a “GET” request 
similar to: 
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GET
/.hash=5e41e9e29131e6bee97c95e25c440afd1426fdf
f HTTP/1.1 

Host: 24.116.170.25:3241 
UserAgent: KazaaClient Oct 8 2003 03:45:42 
X-Kazaa-Username: joe 
X-Kazaa-Network: KaZaA 
X-Kazaa-IP: 192.168.1.109:2225 
X-Kazaa-SupernodeIP: 171.64.138.189:3083 
Connection: close 
X-Kazaa-XferId: 102737 
X-Kazaa-XferUid:

ei3da1cUjSfeskhKIxJ+3j1I1Xg1f94R3ukJNRyZUyU=

A positive response looks like this: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
…
X-Kazaa-Username: chris24 
X-Kazaa-Network: KaZaA 
X-Kazaa-IP: 24.116.170.25:3241 
X-Kazaa-SupernodeIP: 24.165.254.11:1675 
X-KazaaTag: 13=1024 
X-KazaaTag: 17=24 
X-KazaaTag: 3==XkHp4pEx5r7pfJXiXEQK/RQm/f8= 
Content-Type: image/jpeg 

In this exchange the Message Digest is provided by 
the file receiver in hexadecimal as a parameter of the 
GET request as: 

GET
/.hash=5e41e9e29131e6bee97c95e25c440afd1426fdf
f HTTP/1.1 

The file sender returns the digest in a response 
header to the file transfer using the tag “X-KazaaTag: 
3=” and a base64 encoding: 

X-KazaaTag: 3==XkHp4pEx5r7pfJXiXEQK/RQm/f8= 

It is believed that this header is included in every 
FastTrack download. 

A TCP packet conforming to HTTP and containing 
the header “X-KazaaTag: 3=” indicates that the stream 
is conducting a FastTrack file transfer. The message 
digest of the file is provided in that tag. If the message 
digest describes a known work, and the owner of the 
work has not authorized the reproduction of that work, 
then that packet, and the TCP connection it is 
associated with, is very likely to be involved in a 
copyright infringement. 

Thus, we really only need observe a single packet 
meeting the above criteria (TCP, HTTP, “X-KazaaTag: 
3=”) to detect a potential infringement. By extracting 
the message digest from such a packet it can be 
checked against a database of known copyright works. 

The following Perl implements this algorithm: 

sub detect_kazaa { 
   my $data = shift;  # the tcp packet data 
   my $id = shift; # return file identifier 

   # kazaa transfers use http 
   if( uc substr($data,0,4) =~ "HTTP" ) { 
      my @lines = split /\n/, $data; 
      # look through the headers 
      foreach my $line (@lines) { 
         # if there is an id 3 tag its 

probably a transfer 
         if ($line =~ /^X-

KazaaTag:?\s3==(.*)=(.*)/) { 
            $$id = $1; 
            return "KAZAA"; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
   return; 
}

The result of the code provided watching a stream 
containing a Kazaa download looks like: 

Thu Apr 1 10:35:02 2004 24.116.170.25:3241 
-> 192.168.1.109:1513 KAZAA 
XkHp4pEx5r7pfJXiXEQK/RQm/f8

A 450MHz Pentium II consumes under 5% CPU 
watching a 50kbps stream running this code. Thus, 
copyright infringement is detectable in the FastTrack 
network. Detection is near trivial, posing a light CPU 
burden. Capture of a single packet provides sufficient 
evidence to conclude that a transfer is in progress and 
to conclusively identify the file in transit. 
4.2. Gnutella Network 

Gnutella was released by Nullsoft, a division of 
AOL, in early 2000. The protocol was enthusiastically 
received, immediately reverse engineered, and 
numerous clients emerged. The network was 
welcomed as the decentralized answer to Napster and 
flourished in early 2001 as Napster’s legal troubles 
reached a head [13]. Clients for the gnutella network 
includes Limewire, Shareaza, and Gnucleus. 
Slyck.com attributes 294,813 users to the Gnutella 
network on June 26, 2004. Sandvine [18] suggest that 
whereas Gnutella once enjoyed an impressive 24 
million users it now holds just 8% of the North 
American market, and 1% or less in Europe. 

The developers of Shareaza currently spearhead the 
gnutella network with extensions designed to 
overcome significant problems with scalability 
experienced in the original protocol. This “G2” 
specification is also known as “MP” or ‘Mike’s 
Protocol’. Gnutella is, strictly speaking, a protocol 
specification alone, openly available from the Gnutella 
Developer Forum (GDF) under the GPL [14]. The 
official version of the gnutella specification is 0.4, 
however, in reality most clients implement extensions 
to the v0.4 specification. After a long wait, v0.6 may 
become official this year, with v0.7 slated for approval 
swiftly thereafter. The GDF now state that they act ‘as 
a library of ideas that have succeeded’ [14]. 
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The message digest used by gnutella is the Secure 
Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) described in [15] which 
comprises 160bits. Initially, the protocol remained 
‘pure’ in that every node performed identically. On 
start-up, the client works through a cache of possible 
peer IP addresses seeking out live peers. The peers 
exchange their lists of known peers, and forward 
search requests to other peers for each other. A search 
hit opens a direct connection with the requesting node 
and file transfer may result. 

The pure form experienced scaling problems as 
nodes formed isolated clusters, overall network 
latency, and overhead traffic became unbearable. The 
notion of ultrapeers (supernodes) was introduced. For 
the complete specifications of Gnutella see [14]. 

File transfers in the Gnutella network utilise the 
HTTP protocol (RFC1945), with additional headers. 
The request for a file is a “GET” request which 
includes the file identifier. Following is an example 
captured from the Limewire client. 

GET /uri-
res/N2R?urn:sha1:NB435VTHFNFX4SRIQAJUWLTOPVEUY
IJ3 HTTP/1.1 

…
X-Gnutella-Content-URN:

urn:sha1:NB435VTHFNFX4SRIQAJUWLTOPVEUYIJ3
Range: bytes=999970-1099979 
X-Node: 2.30.133.6:6346 
Chat: 2.30.133.6:6346 
X-Features: chat/0.1, browse/1.0, queue/0.1

And the corresponding file transfer commences 
thus: 

HTTP/1.1 206 Partial Content 
…
Content-Range: bytes 299990-399999/6537377 
X-Gnutella-Content-URN:

urn:sha1:NB435VTHFNFX4SRIQAJUWLTOPVEUYIJ3
X-Alt: 65.31.174.10 
X-Create-Time: 1076076214000 
X-Features: chat/0.1, browse/1.0 

The file transfer is the trailing data stream. There 
exists a complementary “GIV” instruction for 
recipients to initiate the transfer should the sender be 
unable do so due to firewall restrictions. 

As various clients are welcome to implement their 
own protocol enhancements, there are variations in the 
names and formats of the headers provided, although 
the format remains the same. To illustrate, following is 
an example of the same operation by a Shareaza client: 

GET /uri-
res/N2R?urn:sha1:ZVXJ2VW2XBXG7DTALA46WXO7BE3Q7
QRW HTTP/1.1 

Host: 62.21.36.74:6346 
X-Features: g2/1.0 
Range: bytes=0-65535 
User-Agent: Shareaza 1.8.11.2 
Listen-IP: 2.30.13.6:6346 

X-Nick: bob 
X-Queue: 0.1 
X-Content-URN:

urn:sha1:ZVXJ2VW2XBXG7DTALA46WXO7BE3Q7QRW

…and…

HTTP/1.1 206 OK 
Server: Shareaza 1.8.11.2 
Remote-IP: 2.30.13.6 
Connection: Keep-Alive 
Accept-Ranges: bytes 
X-PerHost: 2 
Content-Type: image/jpeg 
Content-Length: 65536 
Content-Range: bytes=0-65535/500319 
X-Content-URN:

urn:bitprint:ZVXJ2VW2XBXG7DTALA46WXO7BE3Q7QRW.
EG5TXZCKFJAAAGS36AIUPAC7LLWVKVLA2EORMCQ

X-Content-URN:
ed2k:8fb90f923053e0edd331bb12d6dea449

X-Thex-URI:
/gnutella/thex/v1?urn:tree:tiger/:EG5TXZCKFJAA
AGS36AIUPAC7LLWVKVLA2EORMCQ&depth=9&ed2k=0

Gnutella transfers use a TCP connection 
conforming to HTTP. One packet, at the head of the 
file transfer, contains a positive HTTP response code 
(200 or 206). Distinguishing the packet from regular 
HTTP traffic is completed by examination of the 
headers. The appropriate header, either “X-Gnutella-
Content-URN” or “X-Content-URN” for the samples, 
explicitly identify this as a gnutella transfer and 
provide the SHA-1 of the file in transit. If the client 
does not include the SHA-1 in the response header, 
detection must be extended to include the preceding 
request header to capture it. 

With a small amount of code, we can detect the 
passing of a particular file and report its message 
digest for examination by watching for telltale headers. 
For example, we can detect Limewire transfers in Perl 
as follows: 

sub detect_gnutella { 
   my $data = shift;  # the tcp packet data 
   my $id = shift; # return file identifier 
   # gnutella transfers use http 
   # if http ok response (200+) 
   if( uc substr($data,0,13) =~ 

"HTTP\/1\.[01] 20(.*)" ) { 
      my @lines = split /\n/, $data; 
      # look through the headers 
      foreach my $line (@lines) { 
         # if there is an id tag its 

probably a transfer 
         if ($line =~ /^X-Gnutella-Content-

URN:?\s(.*)[\r\n]$/) { 
            $$id = $1; 
            return "GNUTELLA"; 
         } 
      } 
   } 
   return; 
}
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The result of this code watching a stream of 
Limewire traffic generates messages is shown below: 

Fri Jun 4 15:12:01 2004 66.90.183.50:53939 
-> 2.30.13.6:6346 GNUTELLA 
urn:sha1:NB435VTHFNFX4SRIQAJUWLTOPVEUYIJ3

The earlier v0.4 protocol made no use of message 
digests, but used a filename only, which makes exact 
identification of the file considerably more difficult. A 
450MHz Pentium II consumes under 5% CPU in 
watching a 50kbps stream with this code. 

Copyright infringement is detectable in the gnutella 
network with little burden. Detection of a file transfer 
can be deduced from a single packet, and the digest 
extracted can be checked against a database of 
unauthorized works.   

5. Conclusion 
Currently, the unauthorized reproduction of 

copyrighted works through file transfers in P2P 
networks is conducted in the clear. No effort is made 
to disguise the act. ISP’s have argued that, like the 
postal service, they have no responsibility to inspect 
the items they carry, and reject any imposition to do 
so. Even if they were made to perform inspections, the 
legal and executive assumption appears to be that 
detection and tracing is too difficult. 

In this paper, we demonstrated how 99% of these 
file transfers using four different protocols can be 
detected at the router level, with only around 5% 
increase in CPU load. Where these protocols use 
message digests or other unique identifiers, detection is 
trivial and scalable. Where brute force searching is 
required, scalability will become an issue – but not for 
the protocols as they currently stand. No doubt if these 
detection measures were widely implemented, the P2P 
vendors would implement counter-measures based on 
encryption, obfuscation, and anonymity. However, 
P2P file sharing is currently conducted almost 
exclusively in the clear. 

It is wrong to believe that current technology 
renders copyright infringement in P2P file networks 
undetectable. Much of the copyright infringement 
conducted today is detectable without great burden. 

The current obstacles to the implementation of 
detection of copyright infringement are clearly not 
technical. We hope this study assists lawmakers, 
copyright holders and Internet service providers to 
develop technically sound strategies to prevent 
copyright theft, without undue burden.   
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